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Texas airliner explosion kills 13
GRAPEVINE, Texas (AP) - A Delta
Air Lines 727 jetliner carrying at least
107 people burst into flames as it erashea and broke open on takeoff Wednesday, and 94 passengers and crew
scrambled to safety through the shattered fuselage. Thirteen people died,
officials said.
At mid-afternoon, six hours after the
crash at Dallas-Fort Worth Airport, Delta spokesman Bill Berry said that
while 13 fatalities were confirmed, the
numbers of victims could continue to
fluctuate. The count was complicated
by the difficulty in determining how
many infants were aboard, he said.
Thirty-four survivors were hospitalized, Berry said. Survivors included

the captain and two other pilots, one of
whom was working as a flight engineer,
he said
Most of those hospitalized reportedly
suffered burns, cuts or broken bones.
David Rumford, vice-president of
Harris HEB Hospital, said 61 survivors
were brought there and 10 were admitted. At least 25 other people were confirmed to have been treated at hospitals.
Fire and rescue crews quickly reached the wreckage in a level field about
1.000 feet beyondthe end of the runway.
It was at the opposite end of the airport
from the site of the crash of a Delta
Lockheed L-1011 on Aug. 2, 1965, in
which 137 people died.

"We didn't make it 50 feet in the air.
We skidded and then the engine exploded." said passenger Jim Hammack
of Garland. "There was pandemonium.
People were jumping on the plane's
wing and burning themselves on it because it was so red hot. We got out of the
way fast because we thought it was going to explode.
"You could see the fuel running down
the window and down the wing, and I
wasn't going to get burned, said
Hammack, whose right sleeve was
streaked with jet fuel.
Perm Waugn, a Dallas attorney who
was on the flight, told reporters the
plane "never got in the air."

"You heard the thing crumple so you
knew you were going to crash the whole
time," said Waugh who was uninjured.
"You were just looking for a way to get
out of the plane. You're hoping you
weren't going to die."
Flight 1141 originated in Jackson,
Miss., and was taking off for Salt Lake
City when it went down at 9:03 a.m. It
carried more than 97 passengers and
seven crew members, but the exact
number was not known because infants
are not on passenger lists, Berry said.
The burned-out null, missing much of
its roof and broken open just ahead of
the tail, smoldered among sunflowers,
four-foot prairie grass and scattered

Tuesday
accident
kills one

three engines stood upright about 60
yards from the main wreckage, and the
acrid smell of jet fuel and burned plastic lingered long after the fire was out.
Investigators had no immediate indication of the cause of the crash, said
Michael Benson, a spokesman for the
National Transportation Safety Board
in Washington. NTSB investigators
were sent to the scene.
Maintenance records indicated the
plane, built in 1973, had only "very minor" problems in the last five years,
Federal Aviation Administration
spokeswoman Bobbie Mardis said in
Oklahoma City.

AIDS strategy
developed by
housing office

by Beth Church
copy editor

by Elizabeth Klmes
staff reporter

A traffic accident involving
a Bowling Green resident resulted in the. death of Gregory
T. Windbigler of Toledo and
injured Aleta M. Habib, also
of Toledo, Tuesday evening.
Michael R. Hofner. 17924 W.
River Road, was driving a
pick-up truck southwest on
Route 65, five miles northeast
of Grand Rapids, at 9 p.m.
when he struck the pedestrians walking on the side of
the road, according to the
Wood County Sheriff's Office.
Windbigler, 33, was pronounced dead at the scene,
while Habib, 39, was transported via the Life Flight heUcoptor to St. Vincent's Medical Center in Toledo.
She was listed in fair condition Wednesday night.
Neither Hofner nor his passenger, Robert Voequeli,
25629 Broad St of Perrysburg, was injured.

BG News/Paul Vernon

Mellophones Left All Alone

The Bowling Green Marching Band practices Its formations for the half-time time show for the first home
game. The band usually practices without its Instruments first so the members can learn their formations.
The band has been practicing since Aug. 17 and will have to learn more than 120 formations before the
year Is over.

The accident is under investigation, according to the
sheriff's office.

Students committing fraud will be charged
"Every year, a new group of students
conies to the University that do not
realize... criminal charges can be
brought up against them."

by Tracy Richards
staff reporter

-Richard Conrad
were committed, Conrad said.
Although the security system
has cut the number of fraudulent
attempts, Conrad said some
students still try to misuse the
calling card system.
"Every year, a new group of
students comes to the University
that do not realize that it is fraud
and criminal charges can be
brought up against them," he
said. "This is a lot more serious
than many students realise.''
According to Jim Ray, an investigator with Campus Police,
the perpetrator can face crijes and be responsible for restitution.
Jean Bratt, a University
police officer, said the telecom-

Thursday
Weather
The National Weather Service) In
Toledo calls for partly cloudy skies and
warmer temperatures with today's high
between 80 and 85 degrees. Tonight
will be cool and clear with the low
around 60. Tomorrow will show partly
cloudy skies with the high In the mid
80s. Tomorrow night there Is a 20 percent chance of rain.

The Office of Residential Services has implemented a procedure to follow for AIDS-related
situations in the residence units.
The statement first appeared
this summer in the manuals of
unit supervisers and resident
advisers.
A portion of 'the procedure
states: "Requests from a student with an AIDS- related disorder, a roommate of that student or of parents to move out of
an on-campus student
room/living unit for the reason
of AIDS, will not be granted."
Barbara Keller, director of
residence education, said the
decision to enact the procedures
was based upon the need to be
pro-active if a situation developed within the residential
units concerning AIDS.
"There is enough stress for
himself/berself if they are diagnosed with AIDS," Keller
said. "The last thing they need is
for someone to become hysterical. The whole idea of educating about AIDS is the best defense against it
"We are making a statement
that no risk is evident in terms of
casual contact or any household

contacts and, thus, there is no
justification for excluding students with AIDS from residential housing," Keller said.
Fayetta Paulsen, assistant
vice-president of student affairs,
said the committee to establish
the guidelines consisted of various University offices affected
by the new procedure.
The committee consisted of
the Campus Police, the University Health Center, the Office of
Standards and Procedures, the
Office of Residential Services,
and University counseling services, Paulsen said.
"Basically, the procedures
tell our staff how to deal with it
and to realize it is no different
than any other illness," Paulsen
said.
The procedure states that an
on-campus resident who is
known to have an AIDS-related
condition will be "referred to the
director of the University Health
Center for a case-by-case evaluation." All information would
remain confidential
Dr. Joshua Kaplan, director of
University health services, said
the procedure is in accordance
with recommendations made by
the American College Health
Association concerning AIDSrelated incidents.
□ See AIDS, page 4.

Illinois woman will die
for murder of teenager

Calling cards abused
On-campus students are required to nave calling cards if
they wish to place any longdistance phone calls. With more
access codes available, the opportunity for card numbers to be
stolen or used without the cardholder's permission increases.
While the lure of charging
calls to another's bill may be attractive, the penalties of being
caught are numerous, the director of computer services and
telecommunications said.
Richard Conrad, director of
the University-operated telecommunications system, said a
sophisticated security system
installed in 1966 can eaten students in the act while trying to
use an access code other than
their own.
The system was installed after
the 1985-86 school year, during
which time 300 phone frauds

pieces of luggage. One of the plane's

munications system can trace
who is placing a call and pinpoint the origin of the call —as
well as whether the caller is using the correct call-card number.
" They (telecommunications)
look for a possible pattern of
numbers and then turn the suspect's name over to us for investigation, "he said.
Ray said to secure a callingcard number, students should
keep their numbers confidential
and keep the cards hidden in a
safe place.
"Although it is very difficult to
hit a person's code, the best
thing a student can do is to
protect their number," he said.

COLUMBUS (AP) — The Ohio Supreme Court
on Wednesday upheld the death sentence of a
26-year-old Illinois woman in one of a series of
homicides that occurred about four years ago In
Ohio and three other states.
Debra Denise Brown was indicted with Alton
Coleman in the robbery and slaying of 15-year-old
Tonnle Storey, whose body was found in an abandoned building in Cincinnati on July 19,1984.
At her trial, separate from Coleman's, the prosecution introduced evidence that she also participated in five other slayings during an interstate
spree.
The Supreme Court overruled a series of claims
by Brown's defense, including one in which lawyers said it was prejudicial to introduce evidence
of the other slayings.
On Jury 6, the Supreme Court upheld Coleman's
death sentence in the July 13,1984, killing of Marlene Walters of Cincinnati.
Coleman also is under death sentence for the
Storey slaying.
He and Brown, identified as his common-law
wife, both are being held in federal prisons.
Coleman, 33, and Brown, both of Waukegon, 111.,
were arrested July 20,1984, in Evanston, HI., after
a manhunt throughout the Midwest.
Police blamed them for a seven-week series of
murders and beatings in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois and

Wisconsin.
Coleman was sentenced to death in January 1987
at Waukegon for the 1964 kidnap murder of Vernita
Wheat, 9, of Kenosha, Wis. He also has been sentenced to die for the slaying of Tamika Turks, 7, of
Gary.Ind.
In another decision Wednesday, the court suspended Columbus attorney John W.E. Bowen, who
served as a Democratic state senator in the 1980s,
from law practice for one year.
The Supreme Court's Disciplinary Counsel had
cited Bowen for a series of infractions stemming
from his failure to file federal income tax returns
for the years 1980 through 1983.
Bowen did not deny the charge, the court noted,
but attributed them to financial difficulties and to
a lesser degree, procrastination.
The court, in another case, ordered the Canton
Board of Education to rehire Roger Whitley as a
teacher in the city's public schools.
The court said, in a 8-1 decision, that Whitley
should have been offered an elementary school
position in 1983 following a reduction in the size of
the industrial arts program in which he had been
teaching.
Associate Justice Herbert Brown, writing for the
majority, said the failure of the board to offer the
alternate job to Whitley violated the terms of a collective bargaining agreement

News in Brief

r

AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Three people, including the
largest owner of off-campus housing near the University of Akron, were arrested in a series of drug
raids In Summit and Medina counties, authorities

Akron drug bust catches -XruSSwer. owner of

largest student landlord

I

e Rentals, was
held In the Summit County Jail in leu of $1 million
cash bond set by Akron Municipal Court Judge
Robert Colony.
Thrower, 31, and his brother, Thomas Thrower,
27, were arrested Tuesday night. Thomas Thrower
was also held on $1 million bond, and both were
charged with aggravated trafficking in mari-

juana.
A third suspect, Mark Everett of Akron, was free
after posting 10 percent of a $10,000 bond on a
"They were trying to make a 800-pound buy,"
said Akron Police Detective Maj. Leonard Strawderman, who said the pending deal was worth
about $1 million. About $250,000 was sent out of
state to purchase the marijuana, he said
Akron Police Detective Capt. Jerry Foys said
there was no immediate indication that university
students or tenants of Thrower's properties were
involved in the alleged drug-dealing.

Editorial
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AIDS plan praised
If your roommate told you he had AIDS, would
you stay by his side and help him through his
grief, or would you immediately seek otheruving
accomodations?
Students residing on campus are now forced to
remain in the same living unit with an AIDS victim
for at least a trial period, following the University's
establishment of a procedure for handling AIDSrelated situations.
The Office of Residential Services and various University offices developed guidelines based on
several facts, including the lack of evidence that
AIDS is communicable through household contacts.
The decision to enact the procedures was based
upon the desire to be prepared if an AIDS problem
develops within the residential units.
The procedure is a good idea because it takes into
account both the safety of residents and the feelings
of the AIDS victim.
A roommate's first reaction may be to move out
of the room, but he must now stay for at least two
weeks and try to accept his roommate's condition.
It is University policy that no room changes can
occur until after the second week of each semester,
and then switches are allowed only for a brief
period.
This procedure is designed to encourage students
who are different to learn to live together. Neither
can move out until the end of the two-week period.
If Residential Services does not give in to the student or parental threats to force a room change at
the beginning of a semester it will accomplish its
goal of educating students to the realities of a dangerous and highly misunderstood disease.

Self-busing trays
common courtesy
Students who are used to eating in University
dining halls and leaving their dishes on the
table when they leave have been getting used to a
new policy.
In an attempt to cut costs, University Food Services has implemented a self-busing system in
most dining halls on a trial basis.
All students are asked to do is drop off their trays
on tables near the doors, which is not asking a lot.
After a summer at home, many students are accustomed to gobbling their food and leaving the dishes for someone else.
But cafeterias are bigger than homes, and other
people need a place to sit down and eat. If students
bus their own trays, dining rooms can be cleared
more quickly. Then, when the next person sits down
to eat, ne won't have to stare at someone else's halfeaten taco.
In addition, if the new busing system is successful, the University will save an estimated $3,000.
Perhaps, if cafeterias are kept clear of dishes,
some of this money can go toward reducing the
costs of cafeteria food.
But even if it doesn't, clearing your own tray is
common courtesy and basic manners. It doesn't
take much time and it creates a more pleasant atmosphere for everyone.
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The elderly deserve respect
"Old man, take a look at my
life. I'm a lot like you." Nell
Young.
It was an ordinary evening in
downtown Bowling Green.
There was a harvest moon.
There were some students making their ways to the local bars.
There was even a good number
of the townpeople out and about.
From the terrace of Sundance,
my friends and I had an interesting and entertaining view of the
main drag.
There were not very many
people out on the terrace, so it
was pretty quiet. We were in the
midst of conversation when one
of our party suddenly cried, "Oh
my God, there's a man walking
around in the middle of the
street"
I whipped around and to my
surprise there was a little old
man walking up to cars and
knocking on the windows.
"What do you think he's doing?" I asked. "He could get hit
out there. Maybe we ought to go
down and help him."
"Nance, what can we do?
Let's have the manager of Sundance call the police and see if
he's okay."
At that moment, we heard the
screeching of tires and a horn.
Some people at the table behind

us began yelling from the terrace.
"Hey, get out of the street, you
old fool!"
"What's the matter with you—
senile or something?"
"No, keep him there and 111
go get my car!"
How cruel. The man kept looking up at them and I could tell
that ne not only heard their
cries, but understood them as
well.
"Nance, maybe he's from the
home down the street. He might
be lost. Let's have Sundance call
the police and see if they can
helpnim."
That sounded like a real good
idea since the man was still
wandering around in the street
and stopping cars. We flagged a
waitress, showed her the man
and she said someone would
make a call.
Feeling a little more relieved,
we continued our conversation.
None of us was really listening
to each other, though. We kept
sneaking glances over the ledge
at the httle man still wandering
in the street.
Twenty-five minutes had gone
by since the call, and still no
police. I could understand this
delay if the station was far
away, but it was right down the

Union is bright,
cheerful place

seems to approve of the change
(my authority for this statement
being that The BG News did not
carry an article stating that students were banding together to
protest the change to the Falcon's Nest). If, in fact, significant numbers on campus were
angry about the renovation, feeling they had not been adequately consulted about the proposed changes, then you might
have had cause to criticize the
administration. But this seems
not to be the case and, consequently, your editorial came off
as a trivial exercise in complaint.
That much said, I commend
you for what has otherwise been
a good first week of production. I
enjoy the paper. Keep up the
good work!

To the editors:
I was disappointed with last
Friday's lead editorial, "University Union 'overohelming'."
Granted, I am a first-year grad
student and cannot compare the
current facility with the one it
replaced. Be that as it may, I
find the Union to be bright,
cheerful and, on the whole, a
rather relaxing, pleasant place.
What is more, I nave no trouble
either conversing or spreading
out my paper on the tables.
My disagreement with your
point of view was not the main
reason for my distaste with your
editorial, however. Rather, it
Seemed that, for whatever
reason (lack of good editorial
ideas, perhaps), you chose to
whine about a personal aversion.
Any criticism you level in an
editorial ought to be, I believe,
constructive. Your implicit
criticism of the Trustees who
authorized the project was not
warranted (and, indeed, not
constructive) because the renovation is already completed and
the majority of the campus
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters to the editor should be
a maximum of 200-300 words in
length and should be typewritten, double-spaced, and
signed. Address or on-campus
mailbox number along with your
telephone number for verification, must be included.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210WettHall

David Frey
History grad assistant
215E.Poe,#6

We Care helps
with transition
As a Freshman Orientation
leader, the letter on the editorial
page of the Friday, Aug. 38 BG

street.
Suddenly, a police car appeared. But when we looked to
see what would happen, the old
man was gone. The policeman
patrolled the area for about 15
minutes and decided there was
nothing happening. Just then—
as if by magic—the old man apThe people behind us began
heckling again, and that is when
I lost it.
"Well, damn it, someone
should do something!" I got up
from my seat and started tor the
exit. "And, you idiots, why don't
you just shut up. Leave him
alone. That could be you someday."
My friend Lisa and I stormed
downstairs and into the street. I
took the old man's arm and
guided Mm to the sidewalk. He
looked at me with a very simple,
yet calm, expression.
"Do you nave 50 cents? He
needs it so he can go to the restaurant and have some dinner."
"Is that what you've been
stopping cars for? My name is
Nancy. This is Lisa, what's your
name?"
We each took one of his hands.
He told us his name was George
and that he was from Cleveland
— the west side. We also learned

News really rubbed me the
wrong way. As part of the "We
Care staff, I wonder just how
much the author of the letter
knows about the extensive preparations or the benefits that
Freshman Orientation gives an
incoming BGSU student.
During the summer, a series
of publications are sent to each
incoming freshman. In the last
one, entitled "Prelude Three,"
the orientation schedule is mapped out so that nothing we do in
groups is a surprise. It is the
student's decision whether or
not to attend the activities.
Upon the orientation leaders'
return to school, we attended a
meeting and received a packet
of information specifically designed to make the new students
feel more at borne with their
new surroundings.
The one day of get-acquainted
games, exercises on values,
campus tours, and important University surveys allows students to feel more comfortable,
to fit in easier on the day classes
start, and to carry themselves
without drawing attention to
people on campus.

that he referred to himself as
"he."
"He came on a big machine
with wheels. He lives down the
road."
Lisa started walking down the
street to get a policeman and I
stayed to keep him out of the
road. We waited a little while
and talked about football. The
Browns would do well this year,
he said. Jim Brown would nave
a great season.
The policeman arrived and
said George did this all the time
and not to worry. George entered the police car and the officer took him home.
It's really wierd. I can't stop
thinking about George. His life
was so simple. His home was in
a nice town. He thought he was
still in the 1950s. And, he was
pretty much free to do what he
wanted.
I don't know why people persecute the old. It used to be that
students respected their elders.
It used to be that students went
out of their way to help the
needy. It used to be that college
students were very concerned
with social problems.
Iguess that was just a fad.
Erikson is a senior magazine
journalism major from Burton.

held indoors — separated from
others — who, in most cases,
haven't moved in yet. As for the
upperclassmen and faculty/staff who witness the orientation process and find themselves
laughing in spite of themselves,
only prove their immaturity and
aren't worth knowing anyway.
"Patty-cake" on the lawn,
more respectfully know as
"Playfair, isn't designed "for
all to see." If the upperclassmen
have moved in two days early
and feel like watching, great.
But, they're usually much too
busy planning their routes to
class, buying books and reacquainting themselves with
friends missed over the summer.
By not having these structured activities, BGSU would be
saying "you're all alone on
campus and have fun fending for
yourself." Freshman Orientation is a growing experience,
which starts you off on the right
foot at college, because in the
next four-plus years we're here
at BGSU we'll encounter a lot of
them.
Hilary Hud

journalism major

Most of these activities are
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Student court needs help BG clinic offers
by Barbara A. Weadock
staff reporter

The people are not actors, their problems
are real and are solved here, at the University, by students.
While Judge Wapner may not be seen
hanging around the Student Court, the student-operated Justice system does need 30 to
40 counselors to get involved, said Ray Fabik, chief administrator of the court.
"There are no requirements (for the job),
it is all taught to you after you get in," Fabik
said.
Applications will be accepted through
Monday, Sept. S. He said applicants are
asked to schedule an appointment between
Sept. 6-8, from 6 to 10 p.m.
He expects 70 applicants, and if more students apply, Fabik said he will extend the interview dates.

For sign-ups, Fabik said the group is
taking anyone who is qualified, with dependability being the biggest point the court is
looking at.
Student Court is divided into two departments, traffic court and the student arbitration board.
Traffic court hears appeals and students
represent their peers in undergraduate
ticket cases that last an average of IS
minutes. Defense and prosecuting counselors plead their cases to a panel of four traffic
Justices.
Because traffic court holds two sessions,
Tuesday and Wednesday from 6:30 to 9 p.m.,
a total of eight justices and 15-20 prosecuting
and defense counselors are needed.
In each session, approximately 12 cases
are heard. Since the school year began, traffic court has already received 20 to 25 appeals, he said.

FALCONS VS. BALL STATE

Traffic court receives the largest volume
of cases, but the Student Arbitration Board
handles weightier issues, Fabik said.
The board hears referrals from Standards
and Procedures, and each session lasts
about three hours. Meetings for the board
are usually held every Tuesday and Wednesday, following traffic court.
The board is responsible for recommending disciplinary actions to Derek Dickinson,
director of standards and procedures.
The rulings, Fabik said, are upheld "99.9
percent of the time."
The first traffic court session will be Sept.
20 and 21. The first Student Arbitration
Board case is expected to be heard on Sept.
12.
Fabik said any student can apply for the
positions.
"The student doesn't have to be a political
science or law major, there are no requirements," Fabik said. "As soon as people hear
about it, almost everybody gets excited because you get to play lawyer without going to
law school."

SEPTEMBER 10TH

confidential aid
by Mary Robison
reporter
A downtown agency is offering
University students a confidential place to obtain birth control,
pregnancy and sexually transmitted disease tests and Pap
smears, according to the program manager.
Planned Parenthood, located
at 920 N. Main St., is a federallyfunded agency in Bowling Green
and offers a variety of health
and counseling services on a sliding-fee scale, said Barbara O'Brien, program manager.
O'Brien said the clinic also
provides hemoglobin tests that
detect anemia or low levels of
iron in the blood, which is a
common problem among college
students.

"We find low iron — especially
in students who eat a lot of carbohydrates," she said.
Planned Parenthood also
offers a sexually transmitted
disease clinic, she said.
The clinic treats many sexually transmitted diseases, including venereal warts, chlamydia
and gonorrhea, she said.
Chlamydia has become the
most commonly diagnosed sexually transmitted disease
among college students examined at the clinic, O'Brien said.
It is a virus that causes an infection in the urinary and reproductive organs and can lead to
sterility in women.
"It's probably the 'new' sexually transmitted disease," she
said.
D See Help, page 4.

MAKE YOUR PLANS NOW!
-

FALL PLAYING PASS
Monday thru Friday Anytime!
Weekends After 1:00 p.m.
September 12th - November 15th
only
©/!

$34.95
©sj
Bowling Green Country Club
923 Fairview Ave.

352-5542
GO

Did you know?
What has BGSU won 5 times
in the last 7 years?
The most Outstanding
Interfratemity System in
Mid-West

Find Out Why BGSU'S Fraternities are
The Best IN THE MIDWEST

IFC

Fraternity Rush Information NIGHT
Thursday September 1-7:30 pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
University Union
4rreek

4

September 1.19M

Blotter
□An international student reported the theft of her book bag
while she was shopping in the University bookstore Tuesday
morning. The bag contained a
DA road grader, dump truck food coupon book and two text
and pick-up truck owned by a books. Total value was placed at
local contractor sustained $450 $200.
damage while parked in Lot 8
Sunday night.
QMembers of Phi Kappa Psi
fraternity placed their room and
door keys in their mail boxes
while they attended a Softball
practice Monday afternoon. The
□Scott W. Travis, 820 Eighth
keys were gone when they re- St. #105, was arrested Monday
turned.
for passing a bad check at The
John M. Balderas of Perrys- Kroger Co.,1096 N. Main St., acburg and Mark A. Webb of cording to police reports.
Toledo were issued citations for
□James M. Wherlev, 480
open-container violations on Lehman Ave. #321, was charged
Tuesday and Wednesday, re- with speeding Tuesday on East
spectively, according to police Ridge Street. Police observed
reports.
Wherlev driving at 40 mph and
DA 25-inch color television increasing to 42 mph in a 25 mph
valued at $500 was reported sto- zone.
□Andrea M. Mittelhauser, of
len from a room in Overman
Pemberville, was cited for drivHall Tuesday afternoon.
[ iThe interior of a vehicle ing 40 mph in a 25 mph zone and
parked in Lot 6 Tuesday was not wearing a seatbelt Tuesday.
□An employee of Dairy Mart,
spray-painted with white paint,
causing approximately $200 434 E. Wooster St., told police
early Tuesday morning a white
damage.
: :A University police officer blond-haired male about 5-feet,
on routine patrol in Lot 6 Tues- 10-inches tall, stocky, wearing
day morning observed a vehicle leans and a plaid shirt and
with an open door. Upon closer having bright blue eves and a
inspection, the officer dis- beard, was masturbating in
covered a coat hanger on the front of the magazine rack of the
ground nearby and extensive store. The man left before police
interior damage to the vehicle. arrived.
Police said a similar incident
A radio was also stolen from the
vehicle. No estimate of the da- occured last week at BG DriveThru, 780 S. College Drive.
mage was available.
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Here's Your Book
A line of freshmen wait in the lobby of the University Union Wednesday for Jerry Monnin, senior human
resources management major, to give them a copy of the 1988 Freshman Record. The Record contains
high school senior pictures of the University's new students and is sponsored by the Undergraduate
Alumni Association. The books will be given out today from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Lakes are
subject
of course
by Scott Korpowskl
staff reporter

The ecology and future of one
of the area's most important resources, the Great Lakes, will be
studied at the University in a
new three-hour course this fall,
said Thomas B. Cobb, director
of the Center for Environmental
as both Environmental
Studies 400 and Biology 574, the
three-hour course features 13
specialist/speakers covering
environmental, biological, historical and managerial topics
relating to the Great Lakes.
The environmental studies
and biology dual listing reflects
the varied problems in studying
the Great Lakes, Cobb said.
"Environmental problems are
intrinsically interdisciplinary
and offering this course is the
kind of thing the center should
be doing," he said.
Cobb said the class was patterned after a course offered to
Efessionals from the United
tea and Canada involved with
the lakes.
Topics to be discussed Include
wildlife, migrations and ecoloecal systems, chemical and
tie pollution and coastal zone
management, he said.
The class features regional,
national and Canadian experts
from different areas of study.

Help

"Save on the refinery's finest!"
No Waiting. No Stamps. No Mail-In Coupons.

^
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84C qt. Sale Price
-15t qt. No Walt Rebate

#'
NATIONWISE IS SPONSORING ME,
MOTOR EARL. ON "THE NATIONWISE RADIO WRITE-IN TALK
SHOP SHOW,"...
JOIN ME IN RAOtOLANO. JUST
WRITE TO ME WITH ANY QUESTION YOU MIGHT HAVE ABOUT
CARS. THEN IF I ANSWER YOUR
LETTER ON THE AIR, I'LL SEND
YOU AN OFFICIAL MOTOR EARL
T-SHIRT PLUS A GENUINE MOTOR
EARL DIPSTICK WIPER. OKAY'
WRITE MOTOR EARL
8100 N. HIGH ST.
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43285

□ Continued from page 3.
' 'We can treat both partners, "she said, adding that the clinic also
refers patients elsewhere for additional treatment if necessary.
Although the clinic does not test for AIDS or treat people with the
disease, it does provide counseling and education.
Charges for any services performed at the clinic are adjusted to
the patient's income, she said. Some services are free of charge to
people without a source of income.
Although fees for sexually transmitted disease diagnosis and
treatment are also provided on a sliding fee scale, a minimum fee is
always charged because less federal funding is provided for STD
treatment in Wood County, O'Brien said.

AIDS
□ Continued from page 1.
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Valvolin* 10W30,10W40
or 5W30 Motor Oil
Limit 12

VALVOLINE IV
c-All-Climatc

VALVOLINE
c/WClimate

According to Kaplan, the
president of the ACHA said this
summer that 20 percent of
American universities have
AIDS education policies or activities. The University is included in that 20 percent.

Some of the other colleges
which Kaplan was aware of that
have implemented similar
procedures are Ohio State University, Youngstown State University, Ohio University,
Western Michigan University,
and the North Carolina State University system.

MOTOR OIL

$7.00
Any Large 14 loch
Two Item Pan Pizza A
One Quart of Coke
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
352-9631

I

OErlAEhlXEU

With Any
Large Sub, Burrito, Or
Large Salad (Chef, Veg., Taco or Turkey)
POLLYEYES PIZZA
440 E. Court Street
332-9631
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Student beats street life Gene linked to cancer
Former gang member now council president
YORKVILLE, El. (AP) - A high school senior
who hit "rock bottom" in jail as a gang member
went from the streets to student council president.
But he faces a legal battle to keep playing football
in hopes of winning a college scholarship.
Robert Vaughn, 19, is a former street-gang
member from Aurora and is now a "B" student at
Yorkville High School in this affluent western Chicago suburb.
,
His family moved in 1986 to Yorkville where
Vaughn, the only black at the school of 640, is now
the student council president and a star running
back for the Fighting Foxes, gaining more than 700
yards last year.
Vaughn is fighting an Illinois High School Association regulation that says he is too old to play organized high school sports, i
Attorneys for Vaughn filed a lawsuit Aug. 22
challenging the association's refusal to grant him
an exemption from the rule. Vaughn turned 19 July
10 and the rule says he is ineligible because his 19th
birthday was before Aug. IS.
"If I didn't play, it would probably hurt my
chances of getting a scholarship, which would be
my ticket" to a college education, Vaughn said
Wednesday in a telephone interview.
"When I was in Jail, I realized I was at rock bottom and the only way I have to go is up," he said,
adding he wants to become a criminal lawyer.

Vaughn spent 2tt months in the Illinois Youth
Home in Valley View in 1985 because of gang activities in Aurora.
Kendall County Circuit Judge James Wilson issued a temporary restraining order Tuesday that
permits Vaughn to play in Yorkville's Friday night
opener, and five more of the team's nine regularseason games.
"We think that Vaughn Is a fine young man, but
he is in dear violation of the rules," said Wayne
Plaza, an attorney representing the association.
Plaza said the association is disappointed with
the ruling because Vaughn is "one person now being given an exception that no one else is being given/'
Yorkville officials had requested the exemption
under a recently adopted association bylaw
governing hardships, saying Vaughn was unable to
play organized high school sports during what
would have been h& freshman year in 1985, when
he was jailed as a gang member.
The association denied the school's request, saying its bylaw extends only to cases where hardships occur beyond the control of the student, family or school.
Yorkville Principal Frank Babich said Vaughn
has overcome all obstacles so far — including being the only black student in the school's history —
and should be allowed to play..

BOSTON (AP) - A gene inherited by a third of all white
Americans may be responsible
for most cancer of the colon and
rectum, and a search is on to
pinpoint this inborn cancer trigger, researchers say.
The study, to be published
Thursday, suggests one gene —
or perhaps several — that are
present at birth put some people
at high risk of developing adenomatous polyps. Colon and rectal cancers develop from these
growths.
Researchers who conducted
the work at the University of
Utah say they believe the stillunidentified genetic factor accounts for 50- to 100 percent of all
cancer of the colon and rectum,
which strikes an estimated
147,000 Americans annually.
"This paper Is of particular
importance because it points to
the fact that a single gene may
underlie a significant portion of
all cases of colon cancer," said
Dr. Michael Swift of the University of North Carolina. "It gives,
in principle, a way of getting to

Singer wants space trip
trip.
HOUSTON (AP) - Singer fly in the Soviet space program.
The Soviets reportedly imJohn Denver— who wants to
In a letter to Denver, U.S. Secride aboard the Soviet Mir space posed several conditions includ- retary of State George Shuttz
station— is spending three days ing a flO million pricetag and cautioned he must comply with
at NASA's Johnson Space U.S. permission. Denver, U.S. laws, but he also suggested
Center undergoing a medical e- however, said he has no inten- that NASA could assist Denver
valuation given to all astronaut tion of paying $10 million and with medical information about
will discuss with the Soviets spaceflight, the Houston Chroniapplicants, a spokesman said.
Denver, 44, began the medical alternatives for financing the cle reported.
evaluation Tuesday, and is paying $1,500 to $2,000 for it, a space
center spokesman said.
Aviation Week & Space TechTHE
nology magazine reported recently that Denver asked the
OFFICE WORKS
Soviets to launch him to the Mir
" Discount Office Products "
space station after he failed in
repeated attempts to ride on the
U.S. space shuttle.
For all your office supply needs,
But Carrie Click, a spokesTypewriter repair & ribbons
woman for Denver, said the Soviet Union has contacted nuCall 352-1920
1045 N. Main Suite 7
merous Americans — from
Behind Ace Hardware
scientists to politicians to Denver —about having an American

that gene and identifying it."
Dr. Randall W. Burt, a coauthor of the Utah study, said
that locating the gene is one of
his team's goals. "We think we
have a fairly good chance of one
day finding the gene or genes,"
he said.
Until now, many experts believed that inheritance played
only a minor role in colon cancer.
However, inheriting the gene
does not mean that one is destined to have cancer. Other studies have shown that only about 5
percent of adenomatous polyps
go on to become cancerous. Tne
researchers believe other genetic factors or diet may play a
role in turning the polyps cancerous in people who inherit the
gene.
"We are not saying that genes
are the only thing that are reosible for this, but only parspons
ticula
acular Individuals who have inherited the susceptibility are at
increased risk," said Dr. Lisa A.
Cannon-Albright, the study's
principal author. "Then, other

factors— such as diet— act upon
those people to transform polyps
into colo-rectal cancer."
In another report published
with the study in the New England Journal of Medicine, Dr.
Bert Vogelstein and others from
Johns Hopkins University say
that a series of four or five genetic mutations and deletions are
necessary for colon or rectal
cancer to occur. Just how the
two discoveries fit together is
still unclear, but Vogelstein said
they don't necessarily contradict each other.
"It would suggest that, for
some reasons, members of those
families who have colon cancer
have a higher tendency to mutate one of these genes, or they
already have inherited a mutated copy," Vogelstein said in
an interview. "If it takes four or
five steps to get cancer, and they
have already inherited one of
them, that would explain why
they get cancer more frequently, because they already
have a head start."

ATTENTION!!

All writers, photojoumalists and poets Interested in working with

The

Obsidian

- BGSU's minority newspaper There will be a meeting:
WHEN:
Thurs.. Sept. 1st
WHERE:
Moseley Hall, Room 304
TIME:
6 p.m.
Freshmen Welcome!
QUESTIONS: CALL CASSANDRA CORBIN

353-3885

ATTENTION SENIORS

Senior portraits begin next week!
Vdrden Studios will be here through Sept. 30, but '
schedule now to get the most convenient appointment.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Sittings are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. dally

*
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China loans a panda

News Briefs

Bear begins three-month stay in Cincinnati

Prime time characters
sober up for fall season

CINCINNATI (AP) — A giant panda named
Chia Chia begins a three-month visit this weekend
at tiie Cincinnati Zoo, marking what wildlife officials call a model concept for an international loan
of a panda
The zoo's executive director, Edward Maruska,
arranged the visit with two foreign zoos. The London Zoo in England needed a breeding partner for
Chia Chia, whose mate died in 1985. Mexico City's
Chapultepec Zoo, the most successful panda
breeding site outside China, needed a sire tor its
females but could not afford new housing.
"Ed Maruska saw an opening to do something
not only for his zoo but for giant pandas as well,
■aid Palmer Krantz of Columbia, S.C., presidentelect of the American Association of Zoological
Parks and Aquariums.
Thursday aftefnoon, British Airways Flight 297
is to touch down at Chicago's O'Hare International
Airport carrying Chia Chia, a 16-year-old giant
panda, originally from China but who has lived at
the London Zoo since 1974. After clearing customs,
the animal will be put aboard a van for a 300-mile
trek to the Cincinnati Zoo. Saturday, he will be on
display in a three-month exhibit that is expected to
draw at least 500,000 visitors.
Maruska suggested transporting Chia Chia from
London via Cincinnati to more fertile breeding
ground in Mexico City, with the Cincinnati Zoo
footing the bill. Profits from the Cincinnati exhibit
are to De used to build permanent housing for Chia
Chia in Mexico City. Any other revenues will go to
a panda conservation fund administered by the
Cincinnati and London zoos, officials said.

In March, Maruska and London Zoo curator Joe
Gipps visited the Chapultepec Zoo to make their
proposal to zoo director Marielena Hoyo Bastien.
Ms. Hoyo gave tentative approval, and negotiations and planning began in earnest.
The project cleared a final hurdle on Aug. 13
when the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service approved
a permit to allow the Cincinnati Zoo to bring in the
giant panda. Great Britain and the World Wildlife
Fund lobbied for approval of the permit request.
"That was critical," Maruska said. "The Wildlife Fund is a powerful institution, and they saw
the value in what we wanted to do."
"We viewed the proposal as a model for the way
panda loans ought to be handled," said Curtis Bohlen, senior vice president of the World Wildlife
Fund in Washington, D.C. "It is an extraordinarily
generous gesture by the London and Cincinnati
zoos that serves as an example."
In June, the Fish and Wildlife Service had declared a ban on panda imports. That edict stemmed from controversy over a mixed pair of breeding-age pandas loaned by the People's Republic
of China to the Toledo Zoo, which opened an exhibition despite protests by influential conservation
and zoological group including the World Wildlife
Fund. Opponents filed lawsuits charging the
Toledo Zoo and federal government with commercial exploitation of the animals.
Maruska said the Cincinnati Zoo will not benefit
financially from the panda's visit but will reap
prestige.
Maruska said, "New York, London and Frankfurt are zoos that have been involved in international conservation."

BOSTON (AP) - Characters in prime time television
this fall will be turning down
drinks as part of a coordinated attack on drunken driving
initiated by Harvard University health researchers.

Winsten said the commitment was made by 13 television studios in Los Angeles
that are responsible for more
than 70 percent of prime time
weeUyprogramming on the
ABC, CBS and NBC networks.

"The goal of the project is
to achieve a fundamental
change in American social
norms regarding drinking
and driving," Jay Winston,
assistant dean of Harvard's
School of Public Health and
director of its Center for
Health Communication, said
Tuesday night in an interview
from his Brookline home.

The executives pledged to
ask their writers and producers to introduce in tbeir
scripts the notion that drinking and driving is taboo,
through devices as simple as
having drinkers take taxis or
saying, "No thanks, I'm driving."

"In attempting to achieve
that change, we're asking the
entertainment, communication and advertising industries to work with us to
add momentum behind
changes that are already beginning to occur in America,"
he said of the Harvard Alcohol Project, as it's called.

Winsten said if the television campaign succeeds, others will be tried. But drunken
driving was the priority, he
said, reciting a litany of statistics: drunken driving kills
24,000 people each year; studies show as few as two drinks
can make a fatal accident
twice as likely to occur; two
out of five Americans will be
victims of a drunken driver.

UI don't want
a lot of hype.
I just want
something I
can count on.99

Anger is
'aimed'
at Rather
NEW YORK (AP) — When the
conservative watchdog group
Accuracy in Media took aun at
CBS anchor Dan Rather with a
tiny ad at the bottom of the front
»e of The New York Times,
er took a little potshot back.
AIM'S advertisement, which
ran Tuesday, said, "Are you
mad at Dan Rather?" and gave
a toll-free number. Calls to that
number got a recording complaining that the recent CBS
documentary "The Wall Within" inaccurately suggested that
Vietnam veterans are mentally
deranged.
"If this CBS slander of Vietnam veterans makes you mad,
tell Dan Rather how you feel,"
said the recording; then, it gave
Rather's office phone number.
But calls to Rather's line got a
recording, too — of "The Star-Spangled Banner."
"It wasn't a real big deal,"
said CBS News spokesman Tom
Goodman. "It was a dog days of
summer, fun thing to do. Dan
was just telling these people,
hey, don't question my patriotism."
In the documentary, Rather
interviewed veterans who still
suffer from severe episodes of
post-traumatic stress disorder.

Plaintiffs
added to
Delta case

Some long distance companies promise you the moon,
but what you really want is dependable, high-quality service.
That's just what you'll get when
you choose AI&T Long Distance
Service, at a cost mats a lot less
than you think. \bu can expect
low long distance rates, 24-hour
operator assistance, dear connections and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. And the
assurance that virtually all of
your calls will go through the
first time. That's the genius of
the AW worldwide Intelligent
Network.
When it's time to choose,
forget the gimmicks and make
the intelligent choice, AW.
If youd like to know more
about our products or services,
like International Calling and
the AT&T Card, call us at
1800 222-0300.

AT&T

The right choice.

CLEVELAND (AP) — A lawsuit filed against Delta Air Lines
over a Los Angeles-to-Cincinnati
flight that plunged 600 feet
toward the Pacific Ocean is being amended to add 20 plaintiffs,
an attorney said Wednesday.
The amended complaint was
submitted in U.S. District Court
on Wednesday, the same day a
Delta 727 crashed and broke
open on takeoff at Dallas-Fort
Worth Airport, killing 13 people
and injuring dozens of others.
The proposed plaintiffs in the
Cleveland lawsuit, all passengers on a Delta Flight 810 on
June 30, 1987, are seeking $33
million in damages from the Atlanta-based Delta and Boeing
Commercial Airplanes of Seattle.
The flight plunged when the
pilot mistakenly hit the wrong
switch and cut off power to both
engines, federal investigators
ruled. But the pilot quickly
restored power and flew on to
Greater Cincinnati International Airport.
Federal regulators later proposed a change in the design of
airplane control dashboards to
ensure the mistake would not be
repeated.
The court document submitted Wednesday seeks to amend a
lawsuit filed July 14, 1967 by
Walter and Helen Frey of
Elyria. Thirteen of the new
plaintiffs are from Ohio, four
are from Indiana and one each is
from California, Massachusetts
and England.

cinema.
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DIE HARD
DAILY 1:00 3.20
EVENING 6 50 9 20
YOUNG GUNS
DAILY 1 00 3 25
EVENING 6.45 9:15
A FISH
CALLED WANDA
DAILY 1:15 3:30
EVENING 7:00 9:35
A NIGHTMARE ON
ELM STREET 4 P
DAILY 1:10 3-35
EVENING 7:05 9:45
THE HERO AND
THE TERROR
DAILY 1:20 3:20
EVENING 7:15 9:30
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Sports
Ankney clears lineup picture
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Tigers, Astros make
trades for end drive

Likely starters named as West Virginia game nears
be junior Larry Lambright, who
Just moved there from his normal outside backer position because of the injuries.

by Don Hendey
assistant sports editor
With the practice sessions
winding down and West Virginia
Srowing near, the Bowling
reen football team is beginning
to take shape.
When the Falcons began their
two-a-day practices in early August, many questions needed to
be answered. And now with the
season opener two days away,
the focus on the picture is becoming much clearer.
The offensive line seems set
with sophomores Harold Arrowsmith and Billy Horn getting
the starting call at tackles. Junior Tom Addie and senior David
Haynes will man the guard
spots, while sophomore Brian
Sherman anchors the line from
his center position.
"The tackle position is the
most solid along the offensive
line," head coach Moe Ankney
said earlier this week in his
press conference. " The guards
are solid, although we lack
depth there and Brian has really
established himself at center."
The strength of the Falcon
team will definitely be at the
skilled positions, where they will

Sophomore Toy Eason will
start at one outside linebacker
spot, while sophomore Doug Van
Fossen will get the call at the
other.
VUcounte
McCorvey
Daniel*
start the season with quite pos- start on Saturday.
sibly the most feared aerial at"Viscounte and Daniels are
tack in the Mid-American Con- very close," Ankney said. "They
compliment each other well.
ference.
Junior quarterback Rich Shawn is a powerful runner with
Dackin will again be throwing to Eood blocking skills, while Ron
his favorite targets — Junior
i a more nifty runner with good
Reggie Thornton at split-end hands."
On defense, Ankney's troops
andjunior Ron Heard at flanker.
Also aiding the offensive at- have been shaken by injuries
tack is Junior tight end Kyle early on. At this point, it does not
Hockman, who landed the job appear that sophomore inside
ahead of sophomore Pat Jack- linebacker Charles Dotson will
son. Jackson has been slowed of make the trip to Morgantown.
late by a knee injury and is ques- To make matters even more
complicated, sophomore Keith
tionable for Saturday's game.
The ground game for BG ap- Pace, who would normally play
pears solid with senior Mike for Dotson, is out with a
McGee starting at tailback. The sprained ankle.
fullback position, however, has
Because of these Injuries,
been the site of a heated battle Ankney has had to do some jugthis fall between junior Ron Vis- gling.
eounte and senior Shawn DanStarting beside sophomore
iels. It is still not clear who will Dal McDonald on the inside will

McDonald

The defensive front will be anchored by sophomore nose
guard Duane Crenshaw and returning veterans Dave Kinzie
and Derrick Carr, both Juniors.
Backing them up will be freshman Mark Ross, who has been
impressive this fall.
"Mark has had a very good
camp this year," Ankney said.
"Right now, he is the fourth best
defensive linemen on the team."
The defensive backfield will
See Football, page 10.

ning rally with a leadoff bunt single off Gott, «,
was sacrificed to second by Barry Larkin and took
third on Chris Sabo's single to left.
Gott fell behind 3-1 to Daniels, who hit the next
pitch over the left-field wall for his 14th homer.
Pirates starter John Smiley allowed Just three
hits over seven innings, but all three came in the
Reds' first and resulted in a run. Larkin led off
with a double to left, moved to third on Daniels'
sharp single to right, and scored on Eric Davis' sacrifice fly to center.

(AP) — The Detroit Tigers and Houston Astros both made
trades Wednesday to bolster their chances of winning divisions
titles.
The Baltimore Orioles traded veteran outfielder Fred Lynn
to
Detroit for three minor league players to be named later.
And the St. Louis Cardinals acquired utihtyman Denny Walling
from Houston and sent veteran right-hander Bob Forsch to the
Astros.
Both trades were announced just hours before the midnight
deadline for post-season eligibility.
Orioles spokesman Bob Brown said the players coming to the
Orioles would be named sometime after the minor league
season ends in September.
Lynn, 36, is a 12-year major league veteran. He played for
the Boston Red Sox and the California Angels before joining the
Orioles as a free agent after the 1965 season.
In 87 games with the Orioles this season, Lynn batted .252
with 18 home runs and 37 RBI. His career batting average was
.289 coming into the 1987 season.
Forsch, 38, ranks third in St. Louis history with 163 career
victories, 1,079 strikeouts and 2,658 innings pitched. He is 9-4 in
30 games with a 3.72 ERA this year as both a starter and reliever.
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American Heart
Association
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WE'RE RGHT1NG FOR YOUR UFE

ATMOSPHERE

20% OFF Any
Chemical Service,
Ask for Kevin or
Kelly.
STYLING STUDIO

315 E. Wooster

expires 9/10/88

Wednesday, September 21st
Pick up application and return to 405 Student Services
All majors welcome.

DINING

♦

354-1477

District Representative Elections

DOWNTOWN'S FINESf
DRINKING

Daniels' homer lifts Reds
CINCINNATI (AP) - Kal Daniels hit a threerun homer off reliever Jim Gott in the bottom of
the eighth inning Wednesday night to lead the Cincinnati Reds to a 4-1 victory over the Pittsburgh
Pirates.
Rookie left-hander Norm Charlton, 1-2, allowed
eight hits over eight innings to get his first majorleague victory in four starts.
John Franco pitched the ninth for his National
League-leading 29th save in 30 opportunities.
Pinch-hitter Herm Winningham started the win-
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We Love Our Pledges!
The Amman Express* Card an play a starring role
virtually anywhere you shop, from Tulsa 10 Thailand
Whether you're buying a TV or i T-shirt So during college
and alter. Its the perfect way lo pay for |ua about
everything you'll want
How lo gel the Card now.
College s the first sign of success And because we believe
in your potential, we've made it easier to get the American
Express Card right now whether you re a freshman, senior
or grad student, look into our new automatic approval
offers lor details, pick up an application on campus Or
call I-80O-THE-CARD and ask for a student application
The American Express Card
Don't Leave School Without It*
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Arbitrators vote
in players' favor

Golfers open in
rough 'weather'
by John Henderson
sports reporter

Bowling Green's women's
golf team may be heading
Into a fearsome storm at the
Cyclone Fall Classic in Ames,
Iowa, this weekend.
The Falcons, making their
debut for the 1988 fall season,
tee off Friday and Saturday
at Iowa State with some of the
best teams in the Midwest.
Heading the field is
national power Oklahoma,
followed by its Big 8 rivals
Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas,
Kansas State and host ISU.
Other participants include
Southwest Missouri State and
Northern Illinois.
The 36-hole tournament will
be played on the par-72, 5,800
yards veenker Memorial Golf
Course. Falcons head coach
Greg Nye is looking forward

to the tournament.
"Some of the best NCAA
teams in the country will be
at the Classic. It will be refreshing to compete against
them,"lie said. ''Oklahoma is
strong —they're probably the
key team. But there are so
many good teams that it's
hard to make a prediction."
As far as his team's chances are concerned, Nye Is
taking a rather cautious approach.
"It's a narrow, straight golf
course, which can help us because we tend to hit the ball
straight," he said. "We Just
need to go out there and play
in order to get some experience. We're a very young
team."
The top returnees for BG,
who does not have a senior on
the team, are juniors Rena
Friedline and Gloria Holmes,
.. See Golf, page 10.

I Vernon
Junior Gloria Holmes chips toward the nag at a recent practice.

"BeforegoinHoNATIONWISE,
the only filter Emma ever
changed was on our
coffee maker/'

NEW YORK (AP) — For the second year, baseball owners were
found guilty Wednesday of collusion to destroy free agency. An arbitrator said the clubs engaged in a "patent pattenrof bid-rUadna
that defied fair play and a free market
Damages involving such stars as Montreal's Tim Raines, Detroit's Jack Morris, Philadelphia's Lance Parrish and the Chicago
Cubs' Andre Dawson will be determined after this season, avoiding
any disruption of the pennant races.
Arbitrator George Nicolau, in a harshly worded 81-page opinion,
found "there was no vestige of a free market" between the 1986 and
1987 seasons. It was replaced, he wrote, "by a patent pattern of uniform behavior" in "deliberate contravention,rof baseball's collective bargaining agreement. He found that communications between
clubs were designed to further the free-agent boycott.
Nicolau's decision will precipitate another round of multimilliondollar damage hearings and will allow several of the free agents in
the case the opportunity for free agency.
Another arbitrator, Thomas Roberts, ruled last Sept. 22 that clubs
conspired against free agents between the 1985 and 1966 seasons. Nicolau's opinion was much more expansive and, among others things,
accused baseball officials of making offers "for public relations
purposes" and of having "remarkable lapses of memory" in their
testimony.
He also found that American League president Bobby Brown and
two AL club owners pressured Philadelphia Phillies owner Bill Giles
not to sign Parrish, one of the two premier free agents who switched
teams by taking pay cuts.
Donald Fehr, executive director of the Major League Baseball
Players Association, said "the owners stand exposed as willing to
make a contract and then deliberately violate it, to collude and
conspire to violate their solemn contractual commitments to the
players; to avoid their obligations to the fans to put the best possible
team on the field."
Barry Rona, executive director of the owner's Player Relations
Committee, maintained the teams were innocent. "Not only was the
conduct of the owners consistent with guidelines established in the
Basic Agreement, such conduct, it should be noted, in no substantive
ways differed from that of player agents and other representatives
of the players."
Economic experts hired by the union have proposed damages of
between $20 million and $30 million in the first collusion case, according to information obtained by The Associated Press.
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* 352-4663 *

OPEN:

FAST FREE DELIVERY
S3 25 MINIMUM
1432 E. Woosier
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Free Coke With
Free Coke With
Any 9" Sub Purchase j Any 9" Sub Purchase

1988KWIKG0AL/BGSU
SOCCER CLASSIC
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

BGSU vs. Xovier
Eastern Michigan vs. St. Bonarenfure

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m.

BGSU vs. St. Bonarentura
Eastern Michigan vs. Xavier

"A Weekend of Kicks"
at BGSU Soccer Field

Before I left for work this morning, Emma, my wife, didn't
know a carburetor from a percolator. But on her trip to the market
today, her car started coughing and wheezing. She knew I always
went to NATIONWISE for parts and advice, so she popped in. Turns
out all she needed was a new fuel filter.
So she picked one up along with some free advice on
how to do the job. The guys at NATIONWISE must have taught
her well, cause she says she doesn't need any help
But I'm helping anyhow. While Emma's working
on the car; I'm working on dinner. The car's getting a new fuel filter.
And we're getting bean burger surprise. The filter's guaranteed.
Dinner's not.
»a _-■
■

Smart Buys for the!
College Crowd!!
OVER 30
*
LOW PRICED, ^
LOW MILEAGE ^
CARS IN STOCK!! S
Stop in or

F/A

Call Today For P
A Deal That's ^
Right For You!

Notionwise
^
AUTO PARTS AUTOs*^

If You Buy Anywhere Else—
YOU WILL PAY TOO MUCH!!

0|iinliilb»«l*.LAMtD»Tta.lwe.«lpimii1l«i»nii«lia,a»e.

«
1|
^

ONDA

QUAKER STATE CaStfO/ VALVOLlME

St. Rt. 224 E. • FINDLAY

422-6916

11

Sales M»: Mon. 4 Thura. tilt 9
T., W.. * F. M. Sat. 8:30-5

1

S*pt*mto*r1,19M *

Browns, Vikings set for Miami showdown
by Don Hcnsley
assistant sports editor

It's time for all you Cleveland Browns fans to stop crying.
Forget the fumble. Forget the drive. The 1988 NFL season is going
to be the year Cleveland fans go from being chronic pouters to constant cheerleaders.
After playing bridesmaids to the Denver Broncos the last two
L the Cleveland Browns seem ready to make the big Jump to the
Bowl.
Browns seem a likely choice in the AFC, but the confusing
question is who will be their opponent.
Many of the experts have been predicting the New York Giants to
make a run at the title, while others are predicting a repeat performance by Washington. But this reporter sees a changing of the
guard in the NFC. It's time for a new team to step up ana take
charge, that team... the Minnesota Vikings.
My prediction will come later as to the winner, but for now let's
take a look at the divisional races.
NFC EAST
1. Washington Redskins — the addition of Wilbur Marshall will
help push them past the rest.
2. Philadelphia Eagles — if running back Keith Byars has a decent
year, the Eagles could find themselves in the playoffs.
3. New York Giants — the Giants look solid on paper but there are
ust too many internal problems for this team to compete for the ti4. Phoenix Cardinals—new location, same old team.
5. Dallas Cowboys — it's too bad Herschel Walker cant play defense too.
NFCCENTRAL
1. Minnesota Vikings — they were three yards away last year, and
this seems to be their year. Wade Wilson should step In and lead this

e

team to the Super Bowl.
2. Chicago Bears — the defense supped badly last year and now
they're without Marshall.
S. Green Bay Packers — the Pack seems to be coming around with
the draft of Sterling Sharpe, now they Just need someone to throw the
ball.
4. Tampa Bay Buccaneers—Vinny Testaverde gets the start. But
still light years away.
5. Detroit Lions—the Lions are finally rebuilding. Be patient.
NFC WEST
1. San Fransisco — Montana's still around and Jerry Rice is the
best in the business.
2. New Orleans — Craig Heyward will add punch to the ground
game, but not enough guts to catch the 49ers.
3. Los Angeles Rams—Gaston Green should aid Charles White in
the backfield, but for the Rams to do anything Jim Everett must
play better.
4. Atlanta Falcons—they got the number one pick in '88 and they
should again in '89.
AFC EAST
1. Buffalo Bills—the defense was marvelous last year and Jim
Kelly is always dangerous. They are the best of a weak division.
2. Miami Dolphins — with Dan Marino and company the Dolphins
are always a contender.
3. Indianapolis Colts—they looked solid last year and with Eric
Dickerson the Colts will be a threat.
4. New England Patriots — no quarterback and Tony Collins is
gone.
5. New York Jets — they've lost their nucleus and now have to rebuild.
AFC CENTRAL
1. Cleveland Browns — Bernie Kosar and company are back for
their encore.

2. Houston Oilers — this team has a lot of talent and they're young.
Look for them in 1990.
3. Cincinnati Bengals — the Bengals have talent and may have
been the most improved team the second half of'87. Better coaching
and they could be a sleeper.
4. Pittsburgh Steelers — Bubby Blister or Todd Blackledge.
OUCH!
AFC WEST
1. Denver Broncos—Tony Dorsett will help, but the Browns will
have John Elway's number come January.
2. Seattle Seahawks — Curt Warner may have the best year of his
career this season. If Dave Krieg can get the Job done, the Hawks
could be there.
3. Los Angeles Raiders—this team is one big question mark. Will
Steve Beurlein get the Job done? Will Bo be back?
4. San Diego Chargers — Mark Malone? Come on.
5. Kansas City Chiefs — this team consists of nothing. They should
have a good race with Atlanta for Troy Aikman.
With the Browns beating the Broncos finally and Minnesota beating wild card Philadelphia, the scene will be set for the Browns to
take home the big prize in Miami.
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Graf wins first match in Open

«\V

NEW YORK (AP) - Steffi
Graf, trying to complete the first
Grand Slam sweep in 18 years,
made a believer out of Elizabeth
Minter Wednesday.
"I think she'll win the tournament," Minter said after falling to the top seed 6-1,6-1 in the
opening round of the U.S. Open.
"I don't think she can be beaten,
especially on this surface. She's
just too powerful."
Graf, who has lost only one set
in Grand Slam competition this
Er. barely broke a sweat in
42-minute workout against
Minter.
"You could see she was intimidated," said Graf, who has
won 29 matches in a row.

Thursday. September 1 at 4p.m.
Room 257 Memorial Hall

"Sometimes she didn't even
know the score or that it was her
turn to serve."
While Graf took another step
toward the Grand Slam, thirdseeded Chris Evert made history by playing in her 18th
straight Open.
Evert, a six-time Open winner, tied the women's record for
most consecutive U.S. championships played when she beat
Conchita Martinez of Spain 6-4,
6-1.
"This tournament means a lot
of memories and history to me,"
said Evert, who equaled the record set by Pam Teeguarden
from 1967-84.
Andre Agassi, the No. 4 men's

Let us make
your feet and
shoes happy
again!

seed, won his first match ever at
the Open with a 7-6, (7-6), M, 6-3
victory over fellow American
Philip Johnson.
Agassi, who has won 19
straight Grand Prix matches
and six titles this year, is being
touted as the next great American player. But the 18-year-old

JodKo

January 1-8,1989

- M€€TING -

from Las Vegas, Nev., said he
isn't feeling any pressure.
Five-time champion Jimmy
Connors started his 19th U.S.
Open with a 6-3, 6-2, 6-2 victory
over Agustin Moreno of Mexico.

* Limited spaces available *
Call Bob Conibeor at 372-8249 for information.

□ See Open, page 10.

STEVEN SPIELBURG'S

It's the story
of o man,

THURS. is;a woman
BARGAIN NITE
ALL SEATS and a
ONLY 12.00
rabbit.

NIGHTLY AT 7:15* 9:30 PM

Howard's club NoHCover

210 N. MAIN

Heel & Sole Shoe Repair
Tue*. thru Fri 9-5:30
Saturday 9-12 noon

WMt »ld« Of

Patcrl-Moplw Complex

* Thursday, September 1
thru Saturday, September 3

Loved by Millions

BAND UPDATES ON BG5
• A Designated Driver Participant •

the copy center
113 Rollrofld Street
Bowling Green. Ohio 4M02

35V3977

FAST-HOT DELIVERY
Lass Than 30 Minutas • Plck-Up Service Lass Than 15 Minutes • Limited Delivery Area • Drivers Carry Lass Than $20.00

CALL
US!!

BOWLING GREEN
1045 N. Main St.
/

STUDENT COURT

353-0044

Sign Up Today for an Interview
at 405 Student Services
Interviews Held
September 6 thru September 8

All Majors Welcome!

i Dough made fresh every day
i 100% real dairy cheeses
i Fresh meats and vegetables

CHOICE OF TOPPINGS
Papparom. Mushrooms. Onions. Mam. Bacon.
Graan Pappari, Ground Baal. Italian Sausaga.
Olivas. Hot Pappars S Anchovias

MARCO'S DELUXE PIZZA
5 ITEMS FOR THE PRICE Of 4
Chaasa. Papparom. Onions. Mushrooms.
Italian Sausaga. Graan Paapars

FREE-

MARCOS SUBS

EXTRA THICK CRUST
EXTRA PIZZA SAUCE

• Italian Sub
• Pizza Sub

(JUST ASK WHEN OR0EHINDI

' Ham & Cheese Sub
• Beef & Cheese Sub

Fast Free Delivery
COMPARE MARCO' S PIZZA • QUALITY SERVICE • PRICE
t-.--SAVE$$ -•-»-!

Now Accepting Applications
for New Members

with quality topping*
on •vary Marco's Pizza
NEVER SKIMPY!!

; 2 (10") Pizzas
I CHEESE & 1 Item

r—-

SAVE$$ « —i

4QQ
I OFF

r—— SAVE$$——

Large Pizza

SINGLE
OR

For The Price of A

Medium Pizza

PIZZA

. One itsfli of Mo>«
■ No OWwj* Coupon With This OttSf

J L.

I Ont Itsrn O* Mor<
Coupon Good on Smgls Plus Only
' Ho Otto* Coupon With This O'ts*

Ml J0

IO

September 1,19*8

GolL-

Open_
round were No. 7 Yannick Noah and No. 13 Jonas
Svensson.
Michael Chang, who last year became the
youngest male (15 years and six months) to win an
Open match, defeated Luiz Mattar of Brazil M,
6-5,7-5. His record still stands because Tommy Ho.
who turned 15 in June, lost his opening-round
Other men's seeds advancing to the second match to Johan Kriek 6-4, 7-« (7-3), l4(7-5).

D Continued from page 9.
"I'm pleased with the way I played and I'm
Eleased with the shape I'm In." said Connors, who
roke a four-year title drought in July. "If I can lift
my game another notch, it would be pretty good
forme."

□ Continued from page 8.
and sophomore Heidi Wright.
Another possibility for the
lineup is Beth Champman.
After the tournament, the
Falcons return home for a week
of practice before bitting the
road Sept. 9-10 for a dual match
against Ohio State in Columbus.

Football.
Q Continued from page 7.
once again be led by senior sensation Kyle Kramer, an Ail-American
candidate. Kramer will be starting at strong safety, while redshirt
freshman Terry Wilson starts at free safety. Starting at the corners
will be senior Tony McCorvey and junior Mike Holmes.
The kicking duties will be in the hands of junior Jason Zeller, while
the punting chores will go to sophomore transfer Cris Shale.

Classifieds—
Coeege Repubscane lor George Bush
W" meet at 7 30 PM In rm 114BA
Tuee Sept 8 Everyone wercomel

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

FALCONETTESt
TRY OUT FOR BOSU'S
PRECISION SKATING TEAM
10 PM HO and Ml
ICE ARENA

BO Fall Dart LHgui
Sign-Up Now
Al Soft Rock Cats
Service Barter Shop
Or Purcale Bika Shop

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION
MEMBERSHIP DRIVE
AUGUST 30- SEPTEMBER 2
10AMTO3PM
BA LOBBY
HURRY, HURRY, HURRY
to the 1988
Student Organizattone Fair
Wednesday. September 7
11 00 AM-3:00 PM
Lenhart Grand Bakoom
University Union
PONT MISS m

The OHIO PEACE MARCH anda Ha 3 month
waft for global nuclear disarmament
»i Cincinnati Sept 4-5
VANS WILL BE QOtHQ FROM BO I
Cal 382-7534 or 353 2208
tor reeervatxxi or information
■ -Student Court la now accephng appkcatlone
for new members - Sign up today lor an Interview at 405 Student Servlcea
AMERICAN MARKETmO ASSOCIATION
Memoersnip Drive
Aug 30-Sept 13
BA Lobby 9 30 2 30
MSC Lobby 9 30--230
ATTENTION ALL STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
If your ckib-group-organUation wl be active
during the 1988-89 academic year, you muat
re-register with the Office of Student Acttvttlee
a Orientation. Registration Forma are now avaaabte in 405 Student Servlcea Those forma
returned by Friday. Sept 9 w» appear in the
Fan Semeeter edition of the Student Organizations Directory.

Mtacaaany Magazine wl hold Da klckoff meeting Aug. 31 at 7 PM m the Weat Hal Commons
All enthusiastic writers, art directors, copy editors etc. welcome. Article Ideas and assignmentawal be determined.
POETRY READING
John Brand
Author of Harm For A Night Feast'
B 00 PM Ohio Suite. 3rd floor Union
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program
Free and open lo the pubec

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING STUDENTS!!
COME TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEETINGS IN
THE LENHART GRAND BALLROOM TO
LEARN ABOUT THE SERVICES AND PROGRAMS OFFERED BY UNfVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR
JOB SEARCH
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 8 5:00-8 30 1
7:00-8:30
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 8 5.00-8:30 8
7:00-8:30
MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 12 3:00-4:30 S
500-8 30
THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 15 3:00-4:30
ATTENTION!!
AH writers, photojoumaksts and poets Interested m working with the OBSIDIAN. BGSU'e
mrnorrty newspaper, there walbaaMUTrNg
WHEN: Thurs., Sept. 1
WHERE: Mosaiey Hall, Rm. 104
TIME: 6 PM
Freshmen Welcome!
Questions Can Cassandra Corbm. 353-3885

Graduate student needa nde to Chicago area
Labor Day weekend. WMng to share expeneea.
Cal Kan 372-2230 until 8 PM. 352-6487 after
8PM
RIDE NEEDED to Oxford (Miami U.) or Oncmnatl Labor Day Weekend, can leave Thursday or
Friday and return Monday. Wl help with gas.
Cal 352-4888 or 353-4338. Ask lor Kay.

SERVICES OFFERED
ire eiilbaraaetng. to aay the least to forget
someone's special day, be It a birthday, annivereary, graduation, or other Important day'
BIRTHDAY, ANNIVERSARY
REMINDER SERVICE
INFO FOR SASE
or 26 cent com
P.O. Box 139. for sates. Veraaraea. Ohio

45380
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT
YOU AND YOUR PREGNANCY PROBLEM
AT BOWLING GREEN PREGNANCY CENTER
CALL 354 HOPE FOR INFO
ON FREE PREGNANCY TESTS AND
SUPPORTIVE SERVICE8,

$100.00 REWARD
lor return of Grant Jade Tree
and two Lesser Jsdes
Absolutely no questions asked.
CALL 354-2854

Found: one parr wke-rtmmed reading glasses In
tan case with roses on It 372-4723
LOST Maroon waaet m the area of S Mem at
the Clerk station It found cal 354-0813

RIDES

ATTENTION LADIES,
I'm waiting by the phone to hear from you
Birthdays, parties, and group gatherlnga are my
specialty. Invite me. MALI DANCER
354-3138
ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
It's tune to kick ofl the fal semeeter with a meet
tig. Yea, the mandatory kick off meeting la being held at the Assembly Room m McFal
Center You only need to attend one meeting
on
Tuee. Sept. 8 5-7 PM
or
Wed Sept 7 6-8PM
Pleeee bring pencil, paper, and your schedules
Whet hes B.G won 5 times In
Ihe lest 7 years?
The moat Outstanding mterfretemrty
System m the Midwest1
BEAWAREI
Fraternity Rush Into Night
TONIGHT 7:30 PM
Lenhart Grand Baaroom

"Membership has its privileges"

after rush information night
at ZBT House
(pizza & pop with the brothers)
E. Wooiler

Conklln
Holl

□ □ □ □P
Old Fraternity Row

"Take Charge With Zeta Beta Tau"

OAMMA PHI BETA RLEDOEI
ARETHEBESTIII
HALLE PHILPOTT
I fuel wanted to WELCOME you to PHI MU'
I osn't begin to lei you how happy I em-you
made my year-Get psyched lor en awesome
yyartll
Phi Mu Love > Mine.
Pern

BRATHAUS
FRIOAY AFTERNOON BLAST
3:00-1:00 PM

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CMM8BOHNEI
KATE

CHECK IT OUT
MON--SPORTS FAN NIGHT
TUES LADIES NIGHT
WED-MIDWEEK MADNESS

HELP OUT AND QET INVOLVED
Join the Campus Eacort Service
Volunteer a couple of hours s week and meet
new people. Appaoatlona 110A Moaetey Hal
or cal 372 8380

r
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

HELP-3 fal internship students need to suan apartment for spring semester
■ caf Cheryl (218) 357-1069 or Mfchees
15131462-8528
M. Debbie. Nancy and JennHer. I'm so glaa we
el got "stuck" together You're the BE8T
roommatss I ooukl've hoped for' Love ya.
Shannon.
Kappa Darts Mud Tuggers
CongnstUaaona on your fantastic 2nd place finish m Mud Tug 88.
YourKOi

Brian Sherman
GNe It your all, Good Luck I
Love, DlAnns

"CHI OMEGA"
HEY OHIO'S
NOW DON'T BE LATE
CUZ TONIGHT IS A DASH DATE!
BRING A DATE TO THE PIKE HOUSE AT •
AND WE'LL HAVE A GREAT T1MEI

RUSH ZBT
RUSH TONIGHT, 9:00

From fryers end forms to newsletters end letterheed, we've got whet you need to look SUPER
on paper! See ue for al your TYPESETTING
NEEDS' Klnko'e354-3977

Friday Afternoon Heppy Hour B
3PMIo9PM
Check II out
Mon Sports FsrjNkjhl
Tuee-Ladles Night
Wed-Midweek Madness

*• Delta Gamma Pledgee '"
We rushed lor eight days
And when we were done.
We got the beat 41
Under the sun!
WE LOVE YOU GIRLS!

WIN MONEY FOR FOOD
Enter at Kirk's Com Laundry
920 S Mam 352-0397
Open 24 hrs. Air conditioned

LOST*FOUND

Fraternity Rush
Fraternity Rush
Fraternity Rush
Fraternity Rueh
Fraternity Ruah

Bratheus

PERSONALS

Student Court la now accepting sppsGatlons for
new members -- sign up today for an Interview
at 405 Student Servlcea
v

Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek
Be Greek

CASSIOY'S RESTAURANT
lor Good Food and
Good Times
QUALITY FOOD IN A
COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE
Home of $2 00
Long Island Iced Tee
Thursday Nile
4108
FREE Taoo Bar
OPEN EVERY DAY
178 E. Wooeter
Bowing Green 363-0100

.Kitty, congratuiatlone on pledging Gamma Phi
Bets' You're the bean Love, your favorite Delta
Zeta pledge, Stvjnnon.
Lll Debbie Roland
Welcome to the family and to Alpha Gamma Delta I love my Httle!
Love, Big Jennie

CONGRATULATIONS to SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON and KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA on winning
the 26th annual MUD TUGII
-THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON
DZ'DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ-DZ-DZ
•DELTA ZETA-DELTA ZETAWE LOVE OUR PLEDGES'
• DELTA ZETA • DELTA ZETA •
DZ-DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ-DZ-DZ-OZ-DZ-DZ

ENTERPRISE PRODUCTIONS
Mooes Disc Jockey Service
The Beet Sound In Town
Synchronized Light Show
Reasonable Ratee
Discounts AvaHaOle
CALL MIKE 354-5815

LOGOFF""" II

I
I
I
I
I
I

Any Large 2-ITEM PIZZA
only at

| free delivery

MARK'S
Pizza Pub

WSA POSITIONS AVAILABLE!!!
WSA b) now accepting sppHcatUna for the following:
11 Graduate Student Senate (11
2] ProgreiTi Cheirperson Comm. (3)
3) Culture-Social Comm (3)
mureend sppacants. pleeee can Merynda at
353-8233 before gth of Sept lor further info

WANTED
Need 2 roommates for large upstairs downstairs apt with eplrel etslrceea. Fuay rum*ahed with tuH aba bads. 2 car oarage end
large storage area 8 blocks from campus
Can KHW taoo a mo. phis alas.
Needed-1 roommate for off-campus apt Rent
$112.60 a mo ptoa utn Cal Crak) after 7:30
p.m. 364-5028
Needed: Subieeeerts) to take over new downtown Main St. apt
Cat 363-igS7
353-2348
FtOOMMATE(S) NEEDED FOR 2 BDRM FOUR
MAN APT CALL 363-7008 ANDY OR DAN
Wanted: One male rmte.
race apt. • own bedroom
Contact Al or Dean 363-3gge
WANTED Work-study student assistant lor
Honors Program, clerical poefflon. Can
372-8504 or atop by 231 Admlnlslrstion Bidg

HELP WANTED

La" Janet and LH' Laura
I'm so excited to have you both aa my ittiee I've waited ao long for a famfry and now I see it
was worth the weft, heceiwyi now It wl be
TWICE as fun! welcome to the beat land
cuteet) ferniy arourtd-you're both great addV
ttonsll I tove you both lotsikjDelrdre

Canvassers tor nattonaty known newspaperUSA Today. Part time Tremendous earning potential. Oxrrmlsslons > bonuses 364-2725

Now accepting eppscatlone for new members
of Student Court Sign up today for an Interview
at 406 Student Servlcea. Mervtewa held 9-8
thru 9-8 Aimtakxawaloome.

Defvary personnel. Must have own car. Hourly
plus pomtnsiston. Apply 2-6 OBenedetto'e
Sub-Me-Oulck.Noa

Cere lor bright, active 4 year ok) Transportation necessary 0 AM to 1 PM Mon thru Fh andor 4-10 PM Mon thru Wed 364-1608

Pi Pfs Beta Buddy Cerynll
I love you'!
Have a greet daylll Mlchela

Get Your Foot In the Doorl PROFESSIONAL
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the mterviewe
Don't take chencee on less-WE DO IT RIGHT!
Klnko'e 354-3877

Student Court is now accepting appecattons lor
new members Sign up today for an Interview at
405 Student Services Interviews held 9-6 thru
9-8. Al majors welcome

HELP OUT AND GET INVOLVED
Join the Cempue Eacort Service
Volunteer a couple ol houra a week and meat
eaw people Appnoabona 110A Mosaiey Hal
or cal 372-8380

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI EPSrLON.
BOWLING GREEN'S OUTSTANDING CHAPTER THREE YEARS RUNNING. WISH TO
WELCOME EVERYONE BACK FOR ANOTHER
EXCmNQ ANO SUCCESSFUL YEAR!

1

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS"
COME TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
PLACEMENT ORIENTATION MEETINGS IN
THE LENHART GRAND BALLROOM TO
LEARN ABOUT THE SERVICES ANO PROGRAMS OFFERED BY UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT SERVICES TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR
JOB SEARCH:
TUESDAY. SEPTEMBER 8 5:00-6:30 8
7:00-8:30
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8 5:00-8.30 »
7:00-8:30
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12 3:00-4:30 a
800-6:30
THURSOAY. SEPTEMBER 18 3:00-4:30

Trie OPfEK REGATTA Is Approechlng-Soon the tuba w« Da sent a floating
SO GET READY tor the event of the year- ■
The PHI PSI'S and ALPHA CMSWhetspex"

Help Wanted: Bartending, warter-wartreea a
floor walker poeltlona are avaaatle at Toledo's
only FLMORMKEP.Y. Ofay Fun and exciting
people need apply m person at Henry J'a WedSun after 8 PM at 1632 S Byrne, Glenbyme
Shopping Center
KNICKERBOCKER NEEDS
Window waaher-18 hra a week
Lawn worker--20 hra a weak
Carpet cleaner- 16 hra a week
Cal 362-5822

The sisters ol Delta Gamma congratulate
CHARLENE FERKO and MATT BLANK on their
OO-SMEpsfrelermg. We wish you Ihe beet.
The slaters of Alpha Delta PI would 1*8 to congrakaate thek new officers:
KJm Thut Social J<*e Miser-House and Stephanie Clapper-Senior Penheil
Good Luck"
UMVassSITY INTRAMURALS: TENNIS (W
SOLS , DBLS ) ENTRIES DUE SEPT 8. TENNIS (M DBLS.) ENTRIES DUE SEPT. 8; GOLF
|M DBLS | ENTRIES DUE SEPT. 7.

352-3551 I

SPOTS WANTS YOU
2 driver poeltlona ai east-la Start ImrrakSetely.
Apply In person Thurs and Frl altar 2:00 Muat
have own oar.
Telephone Cesar Pick up appscaeone at Meet)
Alumni Canter. For more Information cal Pam al
372-7808
The M Newe needa volunteer writers!
No experience needed AB mrejors welcome
Cal 372-2803.

FOR SALE
'78 Ford T-Bfrd with T-topa. Sharp.
rraaaga. one owner Asking $2888. See at
207 Byaf 353-8308

Are you hesitant to walk
alone at night?
Then don't hesitate to call:

immediate
Housing Openings

Open Sunday - Thursday
Dusk - Midnight
On Campus or Off

Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa

Don't wait until something
happens. Prevent it from
ever scarring your life!

COUPON BOOK FOR SALE
ONLYt85
CALL KIM. 372-3300

835 High St. 352-9378
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri.

CAMPUS ESCORT
SERVICE
CALL 372-8360

Brown chak and a 24 Inch colored floor model
TV Beat offer Cal 2-4800

Preferred Properties

Coupon book for sale $90--negotlebie
353-4888
For Sele Schwirm Versify Bicycle (to sp with
3 ap. handk) bars) $80 or TRADE for coupon
book 372-8812.
For Sate: 1874 Three-fourthe ton Dodge
Window Van $350 o.d.o. 362-1872

FOR RENT
7 odrm apt Great location New carpet $400
t month. Cal 362.8302
EAWASEI
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FOR RENT:
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT
NEWLY REMOOELED ANO FURNISHED
ALL UTILITIES PAIO
$350 par month
Contact Scon at JTa Carry Out
362-6475
Houee for rant Need 2 houeematea Separata
bdrrne. Close to campus Ce* 363-3288 or
363-1731
Large 2 bedroom unejrrvehed apartrnant avess
Die rmmedletery Rent atarang at S426 a month
Cal John Newlove Real Estate 364 2260

Room ai salable for femere m exchange for befjyalttlng Weekdays 7-Bam a every other Sal
ptua Sun. 7em-4pm. Need car. Phonal
362-1832 or 352-7386
Room for Rant near unrvererry and downtown
CMetrvslgtYborhood 354-1084 after 4 OOPM

